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"Unlike other forms of media, VR can create a situation in which the user's entire 
environment is determined by the creators of the virtual world," Madary and 
Metzinger write. "[This] introduces opportunities for new and especially powerful 
forms of both mental and behavioral manipulation, especially when commercial, 
political, religious, or governmental interests are behind the creation and 
maintenance of the virtual worlds."







Ensure a commercial virtual reality user's privacy is maintained during research at the 
intersection of virtual reality and the internet. Since virtual reality has the potential to 
record all new kinds of user information (from eye movements and emotions to the 
movement of a user's entire body through space), ensuring that this data is managed 
in a responsible way will become paramount for virtual reality researchers and 
commercial entities alike.



Example – VR system may have a camera that may capture sensitive information. This 
data must be protected
Example – Tracking data should only be accessible to applications with permission to 
do so
Example – A third-party application maliciously modifying what the user will see



Example – User has a private document  open on computer but is also in a shared 
space. Needs to be able to keep document confidential

Example – Device may require the user to sign-in before operating





In short, just joining a big screen lobby could allow an attacker to "infect" your 
bigscreen instance. From there, they could join your private room, see everything you 
see, see your desktop, turn on your mic, and even install malicious programs with no 
interaction from you (and more).
https://youtu.be/N_Z3mfzLZME
https://youtu.be/XfAgQqPScBw













VR creates a complex convolution… in which the biological mind and its technological 
niche influence each other in ways we are just beginning to understand. It is this 
complex convolution that makes it so important to think about the Security, Privacy 
and Ethics of VR in a critical, evidence-based, and rational manner.
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